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To the Editors:
Vitamin C, thiamine and steroids in sepsis (VICTAS)

is an increasingly used therapy at centers around the
world according to emerging clinical data. A multicenter
randomized trial is crucial to more accurately determine
the safety and efficacy of this therapy, and we eagerly
await results from the VICTAS study [1]. Therapy with
vitamin C, thiamine and steroids may decrease oxidative
stress and inflammation in sepsis while improving mito-
chondrial function and stabilizing the endothelium.
There may be other benefits, such as maintained cat-
echolamine synthesis, improved aerobic metabolism, and
decreased septic immune suppression [2, 3].
Considerable evidence supports the widespread belief

that earlier interventions in sepsis contribute to improved
clinical outcomes [4]. Unlike observational trials, random-
ized controlled trials in sepsis are faced with accounting
for this urgency while providing time to stabilize the pa-
tient, update family, obtain and document informed con-
sent, randomly assign patients, and administer the
intervention (or placebo). Just as we would never defer
starting antibiotics until morning rounds, delays in cor-
recting deranged metabolic physiology with VICTAS may
limit benefit. Furthermore, antioxidant therapy may offer
the most benefit during the initial and most injurious oxi-

dative burst. Later therapy may impair oxidative signaling
necessary for cellular adaptation to stress [5].
We recently performed a retrospective cohort study of

208 patients in septic shock at our institution, all meet-
ing multiple strict inclusion criteria; the 79 patients who
received VICTAS must have done so within 24 h of in-
tensive care unit (ICU) admission. We found that the
ICU mortality ratio—the ratio of the observed to the
APACHE (Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evalu-
ation)-predicted ICU mortality—of patients who re-
ceived VICTAS linearly increased with delays in
treatment from initial sepsis presentation (Fig. 1). Fur-
thermore, in patients who received vitamin C, thiamine
and steroids in sepsis within the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services Studies 6-h sepsis bundle time line,
we found that the APACHE-adjusted ICU mortality was
significantly reduced when compared with that of pa-
tients who received standard care (odds ratio [OR] 0.075
[0.0, 0.59], P <0.01). In contrast, for patients beginning
VICTAS more than 6 h after sepsis presentation, we did
not find a statistically significant difference in APACHE-
adjusted ICU mortality (OR 0.66 [0.27, 1.50], P = 0.33).
Patients can be enrolled in the VICTAS trial up to 24

hrs after evidence of sepsis-related organ dysfunction as
evidenced by vasopressor requirement or pre-defined
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respiratory support needs. After organ dysfunction is
identified, a further 4 hrs is allotted before patients must
be given VICTAS or placebo therapy [1]. This suggests
that a significant number of patients enrolled in the trial
may receive VICTAS after extensive delays from presen-
tation of sepsis, which may prove to be a limitation in
assessing its efficacy. Therefore, we strongly suggest a
planned subgroup analysis evaluating the relationship
between timing of therapy and clinical outcomes.
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Fig. 1 Intensive care unit (ICU) mortality and delay in vitamin C, thiamine and steroids (VICTAS) administration. “Hrs” refers to time from sepsis
presentation to VICTAS initiation. “O/E” refers to the ratio of observed ICU mortality to the expected ICU mortality derived from APACHE (Acute
Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation) score
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